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Astrophysical reaction rate for the 8Li „n,g…

9Li reaction
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An attempt was made to measure the excitation function of the cross section for the8Li( n,g)9Li reaction by
performing the inverse reaction9Li( g,n)8Li, with the equivalent photons in the electric field of nuclei in a Pb
target providing theg rays for the reaction. The energy spectrum of lithium nuclei in coincidence with neutrons
had no discernible peak where any beam-velocity8Li’s would be located. Statistically, a Gaussian-shaped8Li
peak could have been present with 30629 counts, which we interpreted as consistent with zero, with a
two-standard-deviation upper limit of 87 counts. Using the fact that neutron capture on8Li must be dominantly
s-wave capture, and applying detailed balance, we obtained, withE in eV, sn,g,930E21/2 mb. The corre-
sponding limit on the astrophysical reaction rate is,790 cm3 mol21 s21. Theoretical predictions of the
reaction rate have exceeded our upper limit by factors of 3–50.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The experimental determination of the8Li( n,g)9Li cross
section is of importance in astrophysics as well as in p
nuclear physics. Nucleosynthesis in neutron-rich astroph
cal environments can bypass the stability gap at a mass n
ber A58 and synthesize elements beyond7Li. The reaction
8Li( n,g)9Li plays a crucial role in determining the amou
of matter that can be produced at mass numbersA.8.
Type-II supernovae and inhomogeneous big bang nucleo
thesis are proposed sites for such nucleosynthetic proce
In both scenarios competition with the reaction8Li( a,n)11B
determines which reaction path is taken. Because of its
portance, considerable effort has been expended in ex
mentally determining the reaction rate of8Li( a,n)11B ~e.g.,
Refs. @1–3#!. However, the uncertainty connected with t
reaction8Li( n,g)9Li still remains, and it is therefore highly
desirable to obtain an experimental value for its cross sec
also.
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The evolution of the high entropy neutrino bubble form
in the post-collapse phase of Type-II supernovae is as
lows @4,5#. At the initially high temperature, density, an
photon flux conditions in the early phase of expansion,
isotopic material is in nuclear statistical equilibrium with
high alpha-particle abundance. In the expanding phase
combination occurs via the slow triple-alpha processa1a
1a→12C or via the reactiona1a1n→9Be. The subse-
quent formation of heavier isotopes occurs in nuclear sta
tical equilibrium until a neutron-rich freeze-out occurs whi
triggers ther process@5#. The seeds fed to ther process are
greatly affected by the rates of the recombination proces
for free alpha particles. It has also been pointed out t
under conditions of a high neutron abundance, neutr
induced three-particle interactions can occur via the reac
sequence4He(2n,g)6He(2n,g)8He @6,7#. Further process-
ing toward heavier masses might occur after the neutron-
freeze-out, but that processing depends critically on the c
peting reaction sequence8He(b)8Li( n,g)9Li( b)9Be bridg-
ing the mass-8 gap of instability. This reaction sequen
would trigger an alternative reaction path along the neutr
rich side of the line of stability toward heavier isotopes.

The origin of light neutron-rich isotopes such as36S,
40Ar, 46Ca, and48Ca is still under debate. A sufficient flow
through 8Li( n,g)9Li might significantly impede the produc
tion of these isotopes. The answer depends critically on
reaction rate which, together with the neutron density, de
mines whethera particles are effectively converted to9Be
via the reaction sequence8Li( n,g)9Li( b)9Be or whether
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they remain available for furthera-particle capture reaction
through the decay sequence8Li( b)8Be(a)a (T1/2
50.84 s). Therefore, a knowledge of the8Li( n,g)9Li cross
section would provide an important clue as to whether th
isotopes can be produced solely by ana process or if con-
tributions from other processes have to be considered.

Recently, neutron-star mergers have been propose
possible alternative sites for anr process@8#. Reaction chains
similar to the ones thought to occur in type-II supernov
can be found in material ejected from neutron-star merg
and thus the problem of the determination of t
8Li( n,g)9Li rate arises again.

Primordial nucleosynthesis in an inhomogeneous mo
@9,10# implies that zones with different neutron-to-proto
ratios were formed in the early Universe. Nucleosynthe
in the neutron-rich zones proceeds differently from th
assumed in the standard big bang. The stability gap at m
number A58 can be bridged, as discussed above, w
the same neutron-rich processes. Although it has been fo
that significant amounts of heavy elements cannot be form
in those zones within the parameter range permitted
the light element abundances@11#, it is still not ruled out that
elements up to C and O could be produced@12,13#. Once
7Li is produced, the primary reaction chain toA.8
nuclei begins with 7Li( n,g)8Li( a,n)11B, although it has
been found@11# that more material is actually process
through 7Li( n,g)8Li( n,g)9Li( a,n)12B(b)12C. Thus the
8Li( n,g)9Li reaction sensitively determines not only th
flow to A.8 isotopes but also the abundances of Li, Be,
and C which are used to confine the parameter space in
vestigations of inhomogeneous big bang nucleosynth
~e.g., Refs.@11–13#!.

Theoretical predictions of the reaction rate f
8Li( n,g)9Li show considerable differences@14–16,11,28#.
While the two earlier calculations@14,15# indicate a fairly
high capture rate, between 23104 and 53104

cm3 mol21 s21, for the critical temperature range, the thr
more recent calculations@16,11,28# indicate reaction rates
which are smaller by an order of magnitude. This transla
into a significant uncertainty for the onset of neutron-ri
nucleosynthesis of light and intermediate elementsA
<56). The discrepancies among the different approac
~shell model calculations, direct and resonant capture, st
tical model, generator coordinate method! also underline the
necessity of obtaining accurate experimental information
improve our understanding of the process of neutron cap
on light nuclei.

8Li’s half-life of 0.178 s @17# makes a8Li target and,
therefore, a direct measurement of the capture cross se
impossible. Fortunately, we can produce a beam of9Li nu-
clei, perform a measurement of the inverse reaction,9Li
1g→8Li1n, and use the principle of detailed balance
deduce the cross section for the neutron capture reaction.
photons for the inverse reaction are obtained by passing
9Li through the virtual photon field near the nucleus of
high-Z element such as Pb@18#.

Some details of the relationship between the capture
the inverse reaction can be seen with the aid of the ene
level diagram of Fig. 1@17#. When spins and parities allow
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s-wave capture with anE1 transition to the ground state, tha
mechanism will dominate. Since theJp of 8Li is 21, capture
of an s-wave neutron leads to 3/21 and 5/21 continuum
states in9Li, and these can makeE1 transitions to both the
3/22 ground state of9Li and the 1/22 state at 2.691 MeV.
The inverse experiment cannot actually be done because
9Li nuclei are always in the ground state, never in the 1/2

excited state. Fortunately, as we show in Sec. III, both ki
matic and nuclear-structure factors disfavor capture via
excited state, so that starting an inverse experiment with
9Li in the ground state comes close to being a compl
inverse experiment.

For pures-wave capture the cross section has the w
known 1/v or E21/2 energy dependence. However, th
second-excited state of9Li, at 4.296 MeV, is most likely a
5/22 state@19#, and resonant capture into the state will be
p-wave neutrons followed byM1 andE2 transitions to the
ground state. With a width of 60645 keV and a resonan
energy of 263 keV, theE21/2 dependence will not necessari
apply in the resonance region, which will be populated
stellar atmospheres having temperatures in the range of
GK @15# (kT587–348 keV).

With one exception the inverse is similar to a standa
photonuclear (g,n) experiment. In the standard experime
the (g,n) excitation function is constructed by the expe
menter measuring the cross section point by point as
photon energy is changed. In the inverse experiment the
perimenter has no control over, and noa priori knowledge
of, the photon energy. Instead, that energy must be de
mined for each event by applying energy and moment
conservation to the complete kinematics of the final sta
i.e., to the energy and momentum of the neutron and of
8Li fragment. Hence, a fragment-neutron coincidence m
surement is required.

One experimental determination@20#, with some of the
coauthors of the present paper and also using the inv

FIG. 1. Energy levels of9Li and energetics of its decay into, o
formation from, 8Li1n. Since 8Li has Jp521, E1 transitions to
the ground state of9Li follow direct capture ofs-wave neutrons and
resonant capture ofp-wave neutrons into the 5/22 state of9Li.
6-2
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method, reported an upper limit to the8Li( n,g)9Li cross
section. Their limit was consistent with two of the four pr
dictions. Our report is on an experiment using more sensi
equipment.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The measurements were performed at the National Su
conducting Cyclotron Laboratory. The Laboratory’s A12
Spectrograph@21# was used to produce a beam of9Li by
fragmentation of 80-MeV/nucleon13C’s on a 9Be target of
thickness 1.9 g/cm2. The properties of the9Li beam were as
follows: energy, 39.7 MeV/nucleon; intensity, 104/s; mo-
mentum spread, 1%; impurities,8Li ~0.32%!, 7Li (0.29%),
10Be (0.55%), and4He (0.65%). The impurities were dis
tinguished from9Li particles, and rejected, by their time o
flight ~TOF! between a thin plastic scintillator placed ju
after the A1200 Spectrograph and a scintillator in our exp
mental setup 41.5 m downstream from it.

Figure 2 illustrates the major elements of the experime
setup: a Pb target 500 mg/cm2 thick, a fragment detection
system@22# consisting of a SiDE detector, a dipole deflect
ing magnet, anE detector for charged fragments, and a ne
tron detector consisting of a pair of neutron walls@23# placed
5.00 and 5.50 m from the target. Since the energy loss in
target was 3.4 MeV/nucleon, the average beam energy
this experiment was 39.721.7538.0 MeV/nucleon. When
we ran with a blank target so that we could subtract eve
originating in the Si detector or anything else, the beam
ergy was reduced by the energy loss in the target.

The DE detector consisted of two 5 cm35 cm
3250 mm double-sided silicon strip detectors (1
316 strips) placed side-by-side, 15.2 cm from the targ
giving horizontal and vertical acceptances of 36° and 19°
the pair.

By its deflection of unreacted projectiles and charged
action products, the magnet enabled us to place theE detec-
tor out of the path of the neutrons traveling from the targe
the neutron walls. This deflection, of;20°, also had the
beneficial effect of greatly reducing a background of ne
trons produced by beam stopping in theE detector from
reaching the neutron walls. The reduction was accomplis
in two ways. First, since most fast neutrons produced by

FIG. 2. Schematic layout of the experimental setup~not to
scale!. TheDE detector was located 15.2 cm downstream from
target at the entrance to the magnet. The magnetic deflection o
fragments was;20°. The neutron walls, one behind the other, we
placed 5.00 and 5.50 m from the target at 0°.
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stopping9Li’s went forward, they were not directed straigh
at the neutron walls. And second, just behind theE detector
we inserted a 56-cm-thick brass shield which attenuated
background neutron flux without intercepting neutrons go
through the magnet gap from the target to the neutron wa
For neutrons in the energy range of this experime
;30–50 MeV, we used data from the National Nuclear D
Center@24# at Brookhaven National Laboratory to estima
that the attenuation factor is;2000.

The E detector consisted of 16 vertically oriented bars
Bicron BC-408 plastic scintillator having a thickness of
cm. Light produced in these scintillations was collected w
photomultipliers attached to the top and bottom ends of e
bar. The fragment energy was determined by the light int
sity. Since the light-output response of the plastic scintilla
is a nonlinear function of fragment energy and also depe
on the mass and charge of the fragment, a semi-empir
formula was used to determine the energy of the fragm
@25#. To determine free parameters in the formula, calib
tions were made for various Li isotopes at several energ

Each neutron wall consists of 25 horizontally stacke
rectangular Pyrex cells filled with NE-213 liquid scintillato
and with photomultiplier tubes~PMT’s! glued to their ends.
The use of NE-213 enabled us to distinguish, and rej
g-ray-induced pulses. The active area is 2 m32 m54 m2,
but the vertical aperture of the magnet and the 5.00-
5.50-m flight paths restricted the vertical view of the target
1 m and the total vertical acceptance to 10.9°. Since
entire length of the cells could see the target, the total h
zontal acceptance was 21.6°. The horizontal position of
neutron was determined from the time difference betwe
the two PMT signals. The standard deviations of the ti
difference and the corresponding position are;0.5 ns and 4
cm @23#, respectively. Neutron TOF was obtained from t
time signal of the coincident fragment in the E detector a
the mean time of the two PMT signals. Although the fu
width at half maximum~FWHM! of a g-ray peak was 1 ns
@23#, for monoenergetic neutrons the time resolution is no
good because of the extra transit time of neutrons thro
the 6.35 cm thickness of the cells. The result is a neut
time resolution of;1.3-ns FWHM, corresponding to an en
ergy resolution;5% for 38-MeV neutrons. One wall had a
efficiency of ;10% with the threshold of 1 MeV electro
equivalent energy that we used for the two phototubes at
ends of each cell. The combined efficiency of both walls w
;18%. To identify8Li-neutron coincidence events three r
quirements were applied.

~1! TheDE signal had to be within a gate set aroundZ 5
3.

~2! A pulse in the neutron walls had to be initiated by
neutron rather than ag ray or cosmic ray. Meeting this re
quirement was the reason for using NE-213 liquid rather th
bars of solid scintillator. Pulses induced by neutrons in t
liquid have a different shape than if induced byg rays. For
each of the 60 PMT’s used there was an inexpensive, n
type of circuit @26# which generated the pulse-shape d
crimination signal, and a standard two-dimensional te
nique @27# was used to select the neutron pulses.

~3! The neutron energy had to be not far from 38 MeV, t

e
he
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energy of a neutron produced by fragmentation of the
MeV/nucleon9Li projectile. For this purpose a gate exten
ing from 23 to 61 MeV was put on the fragment/neutr
TOF spectrum. The gate was wide enough to include ene
spread due to the 3.4-MeVDE of the Pb target as well as th
spread arising from forward/backward-emitted neutro
when 9Li decayed into8Li1n, releasing 0 – 2.5 MeV. Neu
trons excluded were primarily those that, instead of travel
directly from target to neutron walls, reached those walls
in-scattering and, therefore, with longer flight paths a
flight times.

III. 9Li „g,n…8Li

Two fragment spectra in theE detector are shown in Fig
3. In these spectra channel number is proportional to sci
lator bar light output, which is not quite proportional to e
ergy. The spectrum with the open points is forE pulses in
coincidence with pulses in the neutron detector; the spect
with the solid points is for fragment singles downscaled b
factor of 500. In the figure an additional factor of 0.038 w
applied to the singles spectrum to visually normalize it do
to the coincidence spectrum. Hence the actual numbe
counts in a channel of the singles spectrum is greater
that given by the scale in Fig. 3 by a factor 500/0.0
513 000. To better see the low-energy tails of the two sp
tra they are both replotted with an enhancement factor of

For both spectra theE pulses were in coincidence with
DE pulse within a window set to accept only Li pulses. F
the coincidence spectrum there were also two gates on
neutrons, one that used pulse-shape discrimination to ac
neutrons and rejectg-rays and cosmic rays and another th
required the neutron TOF to be within the gate specifi
above.

The fact that the shapes of the two spectra are alm

FIG. 3. Coincidence and singlesE spectra.~Note suppressed
zero on channel number.! Open points are for Li fragments in co
incidence with neutrons; solid points are for Li fragment sing
downscaled by a factor of 500. The singles spectrum has been
ther scaled down for visual normalization with the coinciden
spectrum. The tails of the two spectra are shown enhanced
factor of 20.
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identical indicates that the coincidence spectrum is do
nated by accidental coincidences. Perhaps it contains no
coincidences.

In particular, we are interested in the region of the co
cidence spectrum where a peak of8Li pulses produced in
9Li( g,n)8Li reactions in the Pb target could be expected
appear. The8Li reaction products would have about th
same energy per nucleon as the9Li projectiles, hence an
energy 8/9 of the9Li energy. To know the expected ligh
output we calibrated the response of the scintillator bars
theE detector with monoenergetic beams of8Li’s. From this
calibration we expect the centroid of a peak from t
9Li( g,n)8Li reaction to be at channel 540 in Fig. 3. Furthe
more, forward/backward emissions of8Li’s in the 9Li rest
frame, introduce a kinematic energy spread in the labora
system that makes the expected width of an8Li peak some-
what greater than the instrumental width seen in the9Li
peak. Whereas the latter peak, in channel 600 in Fig. 3,
2.2% FWHM, the additional, and independent, kinema
contribution of 2.8% results in an expected FWHM of 3.5
for the 8Li peak. Although the time-reversed relationsh
between the two reactions,8Li( n,g)9Li and 9Li( g,n)8Li, is
the key topic of Sec. IV, a piece that is relevant here is t
while the (n,g) reaction proceeds bys-wave capture and ha
the usual monotonically decliningEn

21/2 energy dependence
the corresponding (g,n) reaction has a different energy de
pendence. It can be expected to rise from zero and
through a broad peak with a maximum aroundEg
50.5 MeV. ~An example of that dependence can be seen
Ref. @28#.! Hence, there is a non-negligible decay energy a
a corresponding kinematic spread in8Li energy.

With both centroid energy~channel 540! and peak width
~the FWHM is 3.5%→19 channels! known, there is some
chance to find the peak. Figure 4 shows the coincidence
of Fig. 3 around channel 540. Three points of the origin
data have been averaged into one point for a presenta
with reduced statistical scatter. The curve is the least-squ
best fit with a smooth background function plus a Gauss
centered at channel 540 with a FWHM of 19 channels. F

s
ur-

a

FIG. 4. Lithium fragment coincidence energy spectrum in t
region of the expected8Li peak from the9Li( g,n)8Li reaction. The
curve is a fit with a smooth background function~see text! plus a
Gaussian centered at channel 540 with a FWHM of 19 channe
6-4
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the smooth background we used the shape of a quad
fitted to the singles spectrum in Fig. 3 between chann
520–560. A scale factor was one of two free parameter
the fit in Fig. 4, the other one being the all-important amp
tude of the gaussian. The value and standard deviation of
amplitude were 1.561.5. A fit to all the individual points in
the channel number range 520-560 gave 1.561.4. The cor-
responding area of the gaussian is 30629 counts. We inter-
pret this result as one that is consistent with zero, with
two-standard-deviation upper limit of 87 counts. From th
number follows, below, the corresponding upper limit to t
cross section and astrophysical reaction rate for
8Li( n,g)9Li reaction.

IV. 8Li „n,g…

9Li CROSS SECTION

As discussed near the end of Sec. I, and with referenc
Fig. 1, there are both direct capture and, via the 5/22 state at
4.296 MeV, resonant capture. For the inverse reaction,
(g,n) experiment,E2 will be the dominant transition multi
polarity up from the 3/22 ground state of9Li. Bertulani
estimated the ratio ofE2 to E1 excitation for a9Li projectile
energy of a 28.5-MeV/nucleon@28#. The maximum value of
the ratio is at the peak of the resonance,Eg50.26 MeV, but
even there the value is only 0.018. Recalculated@29# at the
projectile energy of our experiment, 38 MeV/nucleon, t
maximum ratio is 0.014, and within the energy rangeEg
50 –1 MeV the ratio is 2.331023. Accordingly, our experi-
ment is not sensitive to the resonant part of the neutron c
ture, and it will be disregarded in the following evaluatio
Only the direct capture part applies.

With only an upper limit on the number of events, there
no energy spectrum, and the procedure to get from coun
cross section is different from the usual. Had there b
9Li( g,n)8Li events, application of energy and momentu
conservation to the measured energies and directions o
neutron and8Li for each event would have given us th
decay~or breakup! energyEd for each event. (Ed is the same
as the neutron energyEn in then/8Li center of mass system.!
First, a histogram of the photonuclear distribution functi
(ds/dEd) vs Ed would have been constructed from

Y~Ed!5C«~En!Vn~Ed!VLi~Ed!

3~ds/dEg!, with photon energy

Eg5Ed1Sn~54.06 MeV!. ~1!

In this equationY(Ed)DEd is the number of counts betwee
Ed and Ed1DEd , C is the product of number of targe
atoms/cm2 with number of projectiles,«(En) is the effi-
ciency of the neutron detector, andVn(Ed) andVLi(Ed) are
the fractional solid angle acceptances for detection of n
trons and of 8Li fragments. The constantC52.01
31029/cm2, «(En) is almost constant at.0.18 for the rel-
evant neutron energies, andVn(Ed), VLi(Ed) and V(Ed)
[Vn(Ed)VLi(Ed) are given in Fig. 5.

Both acceptance curves assume a model of the9Li pho-
todissociation in which a9Li projectile follows a Coulomb
trajectory up to the point of closest approach to a Pb ta
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nucleus, photon absorption and neutron emission occu
that point, and the remaining8Li fragment follows a Cou-
lomb orbit differing from the original orbit mainly by the fac
that the fragment now hasA58 rather than 9. For some o
the 8Li’s the vertical component of the deflection is larg
enough for them to be intercepted by a pole of the mag
shown in Fig. 2 and thus prevented from reaching theE
detector. As a consequence of the deflection, and as show
Fig. 5, only about 80% of the8Li’s reach theE detector.
Neutron emission occurs after about one-half of the Li d
flection, and that half deflection is small enough to allo
almost all neutrons to avoid hitting a magnet pole—if t
decay energyEd is nearly zero, i.e., forEg close to the pho-
tonuclear threshold. For larger values ofEd there is a second
effect that decreases the acceptances. AsEd increases from
zero, neutrons emitted near 90° in the9Li rest frame increas-
ingly miss the neutron detector, andVn(Ed) decreases; mos
of the fall-off of Vn(Ed) in Fig. 5 is due to this effect. A8Li
nucleus recoiling against an emitted neutron receives a
locity one-eighth as large, and the effect only drops the8Li
acceptance from 0.85 atEd50 to 0.77 atEd53 MeV. For
VLi(Ed) most of the fall-off is due to Coulomb deflection
The data for Fig. 5 were computed with a Monte Carlo sim
lation that included the opposing impact-parameter dep
dencies of Rutherford scattering andE1 virtual photon num-
ber, the kinematics of the process, the geometry of e
detector system, and multiple scattering in the target.

From the photonuclear distribution function, the excit
tion functions for the9Li( g,n)8Li photonuclear cross sec
tion and, via the principle of detailed balance@30#, the
8Li( n,g)9Li neutron capture cross section,

sg,n~En!5
Eg

n~Eg!
~ds/dEg!, ~2!

sn,g~En!5
2 j 9Li11

~2 j 8Li11!~2 j n11!
~pg /pn!2sg,n~Ed!

50.8~pg /pn!2sg,n~Ed!

5
0.8Eg

2

2Mnc2En

sg,n~Ed!, ~3!

FIG. 5. Energy dependencies of the fractional solid-angle acc
tance for detection of8Li fragments~dots!, neutrons~faint line!,
and the product of the two~dark line!. An acceptance of 1.0 mean
4p sr.
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would have followed. In Eq.~2!, n(Eg) is the number ofE1
equivalent photons at energyEg @18#. Although the energy
dependence ofY(E) was not measured, we can safely a
sume anE21/2 dependence of thes-wave1 neutron capture
cross section, i.e.,sn,g(E)5K•E21/2, with K a constant, and
from that, upon combining Eqs.~1!–~3!, obtain the energy
dependence ofY(Ed) as

Y~Ed!5
3.6231028sn,g~En!n~Eg!V~Ed!Ed

Eg
3

58.5031031
n~Eg!V~Ed!KEd

1/2

Eg
3

. ~4!

This does not give the magnitude ofY(Ed) at any energy, but
it does fix the energy dependence. Only the measured l
of 87 counts can set the scale and give a magnitude. Inte
ing Eq. ~4! gives

E
0

Ed
Y~E!dE58.5031031KE

0

Ed n~Sn1E!E1/2V~E!

~Sn1E!3
dE

,87. ~5!

The value of the integral on the right side, which was eva
ated forEd52 MeV ~just within the time gate given in Sec
II !, is 1.10 MeV23/2. Therefore, K,9.3310231

cm2 MeV1/2 and, with E in eV and sn,g in mb, our two-
standard-deviation upper limit is given by

sn,g~E!,930En
21/2. ~6!

Between the neutron capture reaction and its inverse
following point of asymmetry must be considered. Neutr
capture has two paths to the ground state of9Li, directly and
via the excited state at 2.69 MeV~see Fig. 1!, whereas the
inverse measurement that we performed always starts
the 9Li projectile in its ground state, never in the excite
state. Hence, the inverse experiment determines only a
of the capture cross section. Fortunately, the unmeasured
is negligible, estimated here to be 0.5%. The neglected f
tion is determined by three factors: the relativeEg

3 phase-
space factors forE1 transitions~0.040!, the relative spectro-
scopic factors~0.30! @15,31#, and the relative statistica
weights, 2J11 factors,~0.40!. The last factor arises from th
fact that both 3/21 and 5/21 continuum states formed b
s-wave capture can decay viaE1 to the ground state, bu
only the 3/21 can decay viaE1 to the 1/22 excited state.

Corresponding to the upper limit on cross section in E
~6!, our two-standard-deviation upper limit on the astr
physical reaction rate,NA^sv&, which is independent of en
ergy sinces;1/v, is given by

Rate5NA^sv&5NA^690En
21/2v&5790 cm3 mol21 s21.

~7!

1Had we includedd-wave capture the upper limits on cross se
tion and reaction rate found below would have been slightly low
01580
-
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at-

-

e
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art
c-

.
-

In the only other attempt to measure the8Li( n,g)9Li reac-
tion rate @20#, an upper limit of 7200 cm3 mol21 s21 was
found. A comparison of predicted and measured rate va
is given in Table I, where it is seen that our upper limit
below all the predicted rates and below the lowest one,
of Bertulani @28#, by a factor of 3.~We have computed
Bertulani’s rate from a graph ofsn,g vs E in Ref. @28#.! For
proper comparison with our result, the predicted rates do
include anything for resonant capture.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our measured two-standard-deviation upper limit of 7
cm3 mol21 s21 for the reaction rate is for the direct-captur
non-resonant component of the reaction only. The contri
tion of the 5/22 resonance at 4.30 MeV has to be adde
arriving at a parametrization of the total~direct plus reso-
nant! rate in cm3 mol21 s21 of

Rate<7901
6.333104

T9
3/2

expS 22.866

T9
D , ~8!

assuming ans-wave behavior in the nonresonant term. T
resonance parameters used were the same as in@11#, but the
constant~upper-limit! term is now much lower. The two
parts of the rate are equal atT950.50. Below that tempera
ture the resonant part drops quickly below our direct-capt
limit.

In stellar nucleosynthesis, the8Li( b)8Be(a)a decay se-
quence releasesa particles needed for the production of ligh
a-elements. The8Li( n,g)9Li reaction, however constitutes
leak in that sequence. The low value we have found gua
tees that this obstruction to nucleosynthesis is small.

In the neutron-rich zones of inhomogeneous big bang
cleosynthesis it was found that the reaction seque
8Li( n,g)9Li( a,n)12B(b)12C is the dominant pathway to th
production of A.8 nuclei, with 8Li( a,n)11B the second
most important pathway@11#. The reactions involvinga par-
ticles, which are much slower than the neutron capture re
tions in these sequences due to the Coulomb barrier, d
mine the total flux. Therefore, even with our much low
value of the8Li( n,g)9Li rate, the conclusions of the previ
ous paragraph remain.

-
r.

TABLE I. Reaction rates: five predictions, followed by tw
measured upper limits.

Reference Reaction rate (cm3 mol21 s21)

Malaney and Fowler@14# 43 000
Mao and Champagne@15# 25 000a

Descouvemont@16# 5300
Rauscheret al. @11# 4500
Bertulani @28# 2200
Zecheret al. @23# ,7200
Present measurement ,790

aAverage result of two wave function assumptions.
6-6
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The predictions given in Table I are based on vario
assumptions. While the reaction rate given by Ref.@14# is an
estimate based on systematics of similar nuclei, the f
other theoretical determinations are based on more mi
scopic approaches, and they calculate the direct contribu
from different shell-model states and wave functions@8,15#
or from effective nucleon-nucleon interactions@16#. The pre-
diction closest to our upper limit@28# used a potential mode
for the valence neutron and the inert8Li core. The range of
theoretical values reflects the uncertainty in the proper de
mination of nuclear properties from theory alone. It und
scores the need for experimental data, even in the some
familiar region of light, unstable nuclei.
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